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Visual Vendor Portals

Accelerate & extend your supply
chain performance
web-based vendor portals
dynamic order tracking & updating

Improve quality through
better communication
Today, many companies are looking to
improve their business with the ability
to increase vendor performance with
vendor portals.
In today’s supply chain, vendor portals
are becoming a competitive necessity
to increase time to market. Vendor
portals can also decrease costs
and improve quality through better
communication.
Designed especially for VISUAL users
who want to offer online vendor
management instantly, vendor portals
provide a direct, interactive interface

between you and your suppliers. Fully
integrated with VISUAL, vendor portals
offer real-time online order tracking
and item information to suppliers 24
hours a day.

Your company’s information
at your fingertips
Increase Vendor Performance // Gain
valuable visibility into vendor activity &
performance data.
Reduce Operation Costs // A portal
solution reduces paperwork and
processing efforts. It also improves
order accuracy, which improves
customer satisfaction and reduces
the number of costly returns.
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Enhance Vendor Service // Vendors
can respond to purchase orders and
update status information 24 hours
a day.
Scalable and Flexible // The solution
can be tailored to fit the unique needs
of every company. Usage statistics
reveal who is using the service and
which functions are.

Getting to your data
is easy, fast, secure,
and reliable
Web based vendor portals
Ability to create web-based vendor
portals for self service and order
management functions, including:

Using Crystal as the reporting tool,
generate reports for viewing and printing
vendor performance.

Multi-level admin
User Administration allows you to
manage the access of your customers
and employees.

It‘s easy!
Ease of use, and the interface is easily
customized for company’s “look
and feel.”
Synergy Resources provides a collection
of proven add-on applications and
services for your VISUAL ERP.

View open RFQ’s for price, delivery,
and comments.
Provides balances for open purchase
orders for vendors.
Automatically updates VISUAL PO
lines and fields for review and internal
approval within VISUAL.
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